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ABSTRACT

Recent measurements at the Zero Power Plutonium Reactor have studied the spatial
decoupling in large, heterogeneous assemblies. These assemblies exhibited a signifi-
cantly greater degree of decoupling than previous homogeneous assemblies of similar
size. The flux distributions in these heterogeneous assemblies were very sensitive
reactivity perturbations, and perturbed flux distributions were achieved relatively
slowly. Decoupling was investigated using rod-drop, boron-oscillator and noise-
coherence techniques which emphasized different times following the perturbations.
Reactivity changes could be measured by analyzing the power history from a single
detector using inverse kinetics methods with the assumption of an instantaneous
efficiency change for the detector. For assemblies more decoupled than ZPPR-13, the
instantaneous efficiency change assumption begins to be invalid.

INTRODUCTION

. ;?̂ i. The flux distribution in a large, heterogeneous fast critical assembly is
,; r, ""n very sensitive to perturbations. Such assemblies are characterized by a small

• •'•-•£> separation between their fundamental eigenvalue and their next harmonic eigenvalue.
/(•'";V-'-".ITJ As a result of this small eigenvalue separation, higher harmonic modes which produce
' ;- ̂, flux distortions are easily generated by material motion, local temperature fluctu-

;' ations or other perturbations. Once produced, the higher harmonic modes persist for
..-, longer time as the eigenvalue separation decreases. The effects of these long-lived
•-'» harmonics ct'.n result in errors in the experimental analysis of reactivity perturbatio-

if the measurements do not include provisions for space- and time-dependent neutron
flux changes. Perturbation-producing techniques such as rod drops and sample oscil-
lations are routinely used in fast critical experiments. Inverse-kinetics analysis

g, based on a point-reactor model is normally used to infer reactivity changes ac-
g: companying these measurements. Thus it is important to identify any potential errors
g associated with the presence of long-lived harmonics.

£2

£j The sensitivity of flux distributions in heterogeneous cores to perturbations

ft also has implications for operating LMFBR power plants. The ability of a power
§ plant to monitor reactivity changes u<*ing a limited number of ex-vessel detectors
j | could be affected by flux distortions caused by perturbations encountered during
£ operations. In-core detectors may be required to monitor flux distributions and

mt it may be necessary to use control rods to maintain a specific flux distribution.

E Critical assemblies provide an opportunity to study such control methods and needs.

asJT> Recent measurements at ZPPR have characterized the space- and time-dependent
^ , changes in neutron flux resulting from local reactivity perturbations in two highly

decoupled LMFBR critical assemblies.- Three measurement techniques were used.
In all three measurements, the time-dependent output from spatially-distributed



neutron detectors was monitored. In one. case, the relatively low-freq.uency response
of the assembly was studied by following detector output histories while oscillating
a small sample of *?B axially within the core at frequencies between 1 and 10~3 Hz.
The high-frequency response (1-10 kHz) was studied by measuring the coherence between

the time-varying outputs (noise) from high-efficiency lithium-glass detectors when
the assembly was at a constant average power. The Intermediate frequency response
(0.1-10 Hz) was studied after scramming poison rods.

ASSEMBLY CHARACTERISTICS

The measurements described here were performed in the ZPPR-13A and ZPPR-13C
assemblies. The ZPPR-13 program was a cooperative study between the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy and the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation of
Japan. The goal of the program was to study the physics of radially heterogeneous
cores in the 700 MW(e) size range. The various assembly configurations in the
program had common characteristics of a large central blanket, two internal blanket

rings, three fuel rings, axial and radial outer blankets and axial and radial
reflectors. Core volumes (fuel zones only) were about 4000 L and total fissile
plutonium masses were about 2500 kg.

The decoupling in heterogeneous cores occurs because the individual fuel zones
are neutronically isolated from each other by the internal blanket rings. In the
ZPPR-13 assemblies, the extent of decoupling varied by changing the core-blanket
geometry. Continuous blanket rings increased decoupling while paps in blanket rings
reduced the decoupling. The arrangement of fuel into alternating thick and thin
regions within a fuel ring in ZPPR-13C also increased the decoupling. In all cases ir
ZPPR-13, the next harmonic mode is azimuthal. The keff difference between the
fundamental and next harmonic modes was 2.7% in ZPPR-13A and 1.4% in ZPPR-13C. More
detailed descriptions of the ZPPR-13A assembly is provided in Ref. 1.

Results obtained in ZPPR-13 are compared to results of similar experiments in
the homogeneous assembly (no internal blanket zones) ZPPR--9 which was approximately i
the same size as ZPPR-13. The eigenvalue separation in ?PPR-9 was 5.3%; significantly
greater than ZPPR-13. The ZPPR-9 assembly is described in Ref. 2.

ROD DROP EXPERIMENTS

A common technique to test for the presence of long-lived harmonics is to
perturb the power distribution in an assembly by scramming operational rods into the
core and then following the power history recorded by varioup detectors distributed
within and around the assembly. Prior to dropping the rods, the reactor is held at a
constant power so that there is an equilibrium distribution of delayed neutrons
within the core. The rod drop is fast, about 150 milliseconds in duration. After
the rods drop, the power level decreases and the power is redistributed spatially.
The present applications of inverse-kinetics analysis to rod drop experiments assumes
that the power redistribution is essentially instanteous. . The actual time for power
redistribution to occur can be determined ' j examining the time behavior of the ratio
of count rates from two detectors separated in space. The count rate for each
detector changes rapidly after the drop, and the ratio of the two count rates reaches '"
a new equilibrium value well before the absolute power reaches its new equilibriun
value. However, as the effects of long-lived harmonics .increase, the count rate
ratio will achieve its new equilibrium value more slowly.

* wis DOCUMFU! is



Rod drop measurements were made in both the ZPPR-13A and -13C assemblies.
Before scramming, the rods were parked just inside the axial reflector/axial blanket
boundary. Also before scramming, the assembly power was held constant at 100 watts
for at least 10 minutes* Two rods were scrammed simultaneously from opposite
locations in half 1 and half 2 of the assembly.

In the case of ZPPR-13A, the worth of the rods dropped was 0.383$. Twelve
detectors were used to measure the power history. The locations of these detectors
and of the rods are shown in Fig. 1. Detectors 1 and 2 are BF3 chambers located
just outside the reactor near the axial midplane, and the other detectors are Z35U
fission chambers Jocated in the core along the axial midplane. In the case of
2PPR-13C, the scrammed rods were in a region of fue\ ring three similar to the rods
in ZPPR-.3A and the rods in ZPPR-13C were worth 0.302$.

Values of the ratio of the count rates from the two ex-core BF3 chamber.*5

(detectors 1 and 2) as a function of time before, during and after the rod drops
in ZPPR-13A and -13C are shown in Fig. 2. For comparison, results are also given
from a rod drop in ZPPR-9. The ZPPR-9 rod pair had a worth on 0.339$. The rods in
ZPPR-9 had approximately the same location with respect to the detectors as the
rods in ZPPR-13. In Fig. 2, the three count rate ratio plots were arbitrarily
assigned an initial value of unity. As shown, the closely coupled ZPPR-9 rod drop
produces the smallest change in count rate ratio and also the shortest time to assume
the post-drop value of the count rate ratio. The rods dropped in ZPPR-13A had a
slightly greater worth than those in ZPPR-9, but the ZPPR-13 rod drop produced a much
larger change in count rate ratio and the time, to achieve the post-drop ratio value
was also longer for ZPPR-13A. For the ZPPR-13C rods, the count rate ratio change was
larger still and the time to the final post-drop ratio value longer than for the
other two cases.

One of the goals of the rod drop experiments was to evaluate the effect of
spatial decoupling on reactivity values inferred form the inverse kinetics analysis
of the power history from various detectors. The methods used at ZPPR for obtaining
reactivity values from power histories following rod drops have been described by
Carpenter. Basicially, the technique uses a least-squares fitting process of count
rate versus time data to obtain the system reactivity before and after the rod drop.
One can also obtain values for the ratio of the detector efficiency before and after
the rod drop. Detector efficiency is defined as the ratio of the detector count rate
to the total neutron production rate by fission in the assembly. Because the rod
drop distorts the assembly flux distribution, the detector efficiency ratio is
normally not constant. The efficiency change is assumed to be instantaneous.

If the effects of flux distortions are ignored, the power history from a
detector can be analyzed with constant efficiency ratio. For ZPPR-13A, the values
of initial and final reactivity obtained from power histories from various detectors
are shown in Table I for both the case of constant efficiency ratio and for the case
in which an Instantaneous change in efficiency is assumed. The efficiency ratio is
obtained in the least-squares fitting process. The locations of the detectors
listed in Table I are shown in Fig. 1. As the results in. Table I show, if detector
efficiency changes are not Included, the inferred reactivities vary greatly depending
on the location of the detector. When efficiency changes are included, the various
detectors give much more consistent reactivity values.



In addition to obtaining efficiency changes from the least squares fitting
process, the 64 in-core fission chambers can also be used to obtain flux distribution
before and after the rod drops. Changes in the flux distributions can be used to
predict efficiency changes for any of the in-core detectors themselves or any detertoi
in some other location. Agreement was very good between efficiency ratios obtained
in the least squares fitting and from the in-core fission chambers.

Results from the ZPPR-13C rod drops were very slmfl/ir to the -13A result's.
Relative standard deviations for both the constant-efficiency-change and variable-
ef fi.ciency-change cases were nearly the same for both assemblies.

BORON OSCILLATOR MEASUREMENTS

A common technique at ZPPR for measuring reactivity effects is to analyze
the power history from a detector as a sample is oscillated in and out of the
assembly. The samples may be of varying compositions (material worth measurements),
geometries (measurement and calculation diagnostics), or temperatures (Doppler
measurements). As in the rod drop measurements, it is necessary to determine
how the the perturbation caused by the oscillating sample effects the reactivity
change inferred from the power hsitory from a specific datector.

The response of the two ex-core BF3 detectors to an axially oscillating
B sample was measured in ZPPR-13C. The sample location is shown i.n Fig. 3.

The difference in sample worth between the in and out locations was" about 0.0035$ for
the approximately 75 mm sample movement. Reactivity changes derived from the
detectors are given in Table II for the case when no detector efficiency change was
included and for the case when a sinusoidal efficiency change was imposed on the
detector. As Table II shows, when no efficiency change is included, the reactivity
change derived from the inverse kinetics analysis of the amplitude of the osclllatinn
detector output is different for the two detectors and is a differenc function of
frequency for the two detectors. The two detectors give different results at a
single frequency because the magnitudes of the efficiency changes are different.
Their frequency response is different because the reactor response to an oscillating
reactivity change is frequency dependent, but the error due to efficiency change is
not frequency dependent. In addition, there is a phase difference between the samplr
oscillation and the detector output and this phase difference is frequency dependent.
It should be noted £hat the errors resulting from efficiency change are a constant
fraction of the worth for any particular frequency so that even for smaller worth
samples, the percent error would remain constant.

The imposition of the sinusiudal efficiency change brings the inferred re-
activities into agreement for both detectors and at all frequencies. The magnitude
of the efficiency change, ;.p to 36% of the reactivity signal for detector 2 and 20%
for detector 1, was estimated from the efficiency changes derived from the rod drop •
measurements. A separate estimate based on measurements with the 64 In-core fission '
chambers with the * B sample in and out gave efficiency changes in good agreement
with these estimates.

Table II also shows results from ZPPR-9 with the same sample. The ZPPR-9 i
sample location was midway between the x and y axes near the edge of the lower right •
quadrant of. the assembly. As Table II shows, detector 2 (further away from the i
sample) had virtually no efficiency change with sample oscillation. The sinusoidal ,
efficiency change did bring the detector 1 values into agreement with the detector 2 ;
values. ;



NOISE COHERENCE EXPERIMENTS

The short time (millisecond) response of an assembly to a reactivity perturbation
can be measured using noise techniques. Spatial decoupling between assembly regions
can be investigated by measuring the noise coherence between neutron detectors in the
various regions when the assembly is at a constant average power. In a subcritlcal
system, fluctuations about the average power occur as individual fission chains are
born and die out. Noise coherence values can also be calculated from the assembly-
average kinetics parameters by assuming a point-reactor model. Deviations of measure'
coherence values from those predicted by the point-reactor model indicate that
spatial decoupling is present.

The application of noise coherence measurements to fast critical assemblies was
described by Seifritz.4 The parameter measured is the coherence as a function of
frequency, p(u) which is defined as p(a>) = <)>12 (in)/ [tfij 1(u)(fi22(w) ] * '

2 where
|j>12(10) Is t^ie crosspower spectral density and <j>jj(u)) and ^22(tu) a r e the autopower
spectral densities for neutron detectors 1 and 2.

Assuming a prompt, point-reactor model, with equal efficiency detectors, p(u)
values can be obtained from the equation:

P() = (j
(l-$)2 + G + u>2 /*\ 2

1(3/
where 3 is the delayed neutron fraction, & is the prompt neutron lifetime, u is
the frequency in radians/second, and $ is the ̂ reactivity of the system. The term G
is a combination of constants equal to Den/R3

2. D is the product of the Diven factor
v (v-l)/\T and a spatial dispersion factor. R Is the Bennett factor, ~ 1.2, which
accounts for statistical fluctuations in ionization phenomena in the detecotors.
en is the efficiency of detector n in units of counts per fission in the assembly.
For a point model system, Eq. 1 can be solved for £/3 and G from measured P(u) data.
The degree to which Eq. 1 fits the p(w) data gives an indication of the valdity of
the point model. An important feature of Eq. 1 is that at zero or very low frequency
and very nearly delayed critical, the coherence value depends only on the en values
and terms containing constants for the system.

Measurements used four"lithium-glass detectors located iear the outer edge
of the assembly. Detector locations are shown in Figs. 4-6 Two detectors were
close together, a third detector was located 180° away from the closely spaced
pair, and a forth detector was located 90° away from the closely spaced pair.
Outputs from the detectors were processed by a fast Fourier transform analyzer. The
coherence function was generated by the analyzer. The frequency range analyzed was
0-10 kHz in increments of 12.5 Hz.

The results from three pairs of detectors in ZPPR-13A along with the relative
detector locations are shown in Fig. 4. The individual data points are from
the detector pair A-.D. The solid curve through the data points Is a least-
squares polynomial fit to the points. The upper solid curve Is a least-squares
polynomial fit to the data from the detector pair A-B. The lower solid curve is
the fit to the data from the detector pair A-C. The broken curve represents the
coherence expected for a point reactor. This point-model curve was obtained from



Eq. 1 using a calculated value of 3/i (8139 sec"'-) and a value of G obtained by
solving Eq. 1 for G using the p(to) data from the C-D detector pair. The C-D detector
pair data showed the best agreement with the point model. The curve for a detector
pair A-C in Fig. 4 was produced by making a small adjustment to the coherence values
to account for an apparent difference in efficiency between detectors A and C.
Relative efficiencies can be determined for the detectors A, B, and C because these
detectors are in equivalent locations with respect to detector D.

As shown in Fig. 4, the zero-frequency coherence values are larger for the A-B
detector pair than for the A-C pair even though each individual detector appears to
have the same efficiency. This difference will be discussed below. As Fig. 4 also
shows, the closely spaced detectors A and B have greater coherence than the point-
model prediction and the widely spaced detectors A and C have a smaller coherence
than the point-model prediction. Data from detector pairs B-D and C-D are similar to
the data from the pair A-D and the data from the B-C pair are similar to the data
from the A-C pair.

Two separate sets of coherence measurements were made in ZPPR-13C. In one
case, the A detector was in the outer core region and in the second case the A

' detector was in tl.e center of the central blanket (location A'). Results for
these measurement;, along with the detector locations and the core geometry are shown
in Fig. 5. The data points are from the detector pair A'-C. The data from all three
pairs including the A' detector are very similar and all fit the point model well.
The broken curve in Fig. 5 was obtained from Eq. 1 using a calculated value of 3/£
(8096 sec"1) and a value of G obtained by solving Eq. 1 for G using the p(a>) data
from the A'-C Jetector pair. The solid curves in Fig. 5 are polynomial fits to the
data from the indicated detector pairs. A small adjustment was made to the C-D
coherence values to account for an apparent difference in efficiency for detectors A
and C when measured with respect to detector D.

The difference in low frequency coherence values for various pairs of nominally
equivalent detectors in ZPPR-13C is similar to that observed in ZPPR-13A. An
important difference between the ZPPR-13A and -13C results is that in ZPPR-13C,
detector pairs C-D and A-D no longer give similar results, with coherence values from
the C-D pair larger than those from the A-D pair in ZPPR-13C.

For comparison with the heterogeneous ZPPR-13 cores, results are shown in Fig. 6
for three pairs of detectors in 2PPR-9. In Fig. 6, the data points are from the
detector pair B-C. The upper solid curve is a least-squares polynomial fit to
data points from the C-D pair, and the lower solid curve is from the A-C pair.
The broken curve represents the coherence values expected for a point reactor. This
poir.t-model curve was obtained from Eq. 1 using a calculated value of 3/2
(7479 sec"1) ard a value of G obtained by solving Eq. 1 for G using the P(M) data
from the B-C detector pair. As indicated in Fig. 6, the data from the intermediately
spaced p-iir B-C fits the point model well. The closely spaced pair C-D shows a
greater coherence than the point-model prediction and the widely spaced pair A-C
shows a smaller coherence than the point model prediction and the widely spaced pair
A-C shows a smaller coherence than the point model prediction. The difference
in coherence values between the closely spaced and widely spaced pairs is less
in ZPPR-9 than it was in ZPPR-13A or -13C,

An alternate method of testing the validity of the point model prediction
is to fit the experimental data to Eq. 1 and then examine the goodness of the fit.



Equation 1 yields G and &/SL values from the fitting process and the 0/fc values can be
compared with calculated values. Results of fitting data from various detector pairs
to Eg. 1 are presented in Table III-V for ZPPR-13A, -13C and -9 respectively. Values
of X from the fitting process are also presented.

As Tables III-V show, there is a wide range of (5/i values and G values depending
on the detector pair. The x2 values show thnt for the closely spaced detectors in
ZPPR-13, the point model is clearly inappropriate. The widely spaced detectors also
give a rather poor fit to Eq. 1. Intermediately spaced detector pairs show the
best fit, although in ZPPR-13C no detector pair gives a particularly good fit when
all detectors are in fuel ring three. When the A detector is moved to the center
of ZPPR-13C, the detector pairs including the central detector show a good fit
to Eq. 1. The x2 values are consistenly smaller for ZPPR-9 and the range in
derived 3/S. and G values Is smaller than for the ZPPR-i3 cores.

DISCUSSION

The results of all the experiments clearly show that ignoring the effects of the
change in flux distribution which occurs as the result of the reactivity perturbation
gives unacceptable results. In the rod drop measurements, the inferred values of thr
initial and final reactivities are very strongly dependent on the relative locations
of the rods and the detector if the detector efficiency change is not included. The
variation in derived reactivity values from several detectors in a variety of lo-
cations in ZPPR-13A and -13C were small, as was the case in ZPPR-9, when data from
all the assemblies was analyzed assuming an Instantaneous efficiency change. These
variations (1% standard deviition for 12 detectors in ZPPR-13A) are approximately
those expected from the known uncertainties in the measurements. Thus, it appears
that the increase in core decoupling going from ZPPR-9 to ZPPR-13C has not had an
adverse effect on inverse-kinetics analysis of rod dr^p experiments providing that
detector efficiency change effects are included. Efficiency changes were obtained
from both the 64 in-core fission chamber data and from the inverse kinetics data.

The present assumption in rod drop analysis is that the efficiency change is
instantaneous. Fig. 2 shows the time required to establish the post-drop equilibrium
count rate ratio for the two BF3 chambers outside the ZPPR matrix (see the
locations of detectors 1 an3 2 in Fig. 1). The time required for these detectors to
reach a new equilibrium count rate ratio also gives an indication of the time re-
quired for one of these detectors to achieve its post-drop efficiency value. From
Fig. 2 it is clear that the assumption of instantaneous efficiency change is not as
good in ZPPR-13 as it is in ZPPR-9. However, from the results in Table 1 it appears
that for the magnitude of efficiency changes and the time scale considered here, the
longer time required to achieve a new efficiency value is not long enough to in-
validate the inverse-kinetics methods used to analyze the rod drops.

In the boron oscillator measurements, the derived reactivity changes during the
oscillation in ZPPR-13C were In error for both ex-core detectors at most frequencies
if detector efficiency changes were not Included. The errors in ZPPR-13 were larger
than in ZPPR-9. When an oscillating efficiency change was imposed, the two detectors
yielded consistent, accurate reactivity change values.

In addition to accommodating large changes in flux distribution by determining
a detector efficiency change, it is often possible to find a detector in some locatio
whose efficiency change is small for a reactivity change in some specified location.



An example is detector 23 in Table I which yielded a reactivity change during the rod
drop that was only slightly dependent on whether or not its efficiency change was
Included. Similarly, sometimes outputs of two or more detectors can be averaged to
give the.same result whether or not .efficiency changes are included. Averaging
detector outputs succeedes because the individual detectors have efficiency changes
of equal magnitude but of opposite sign. Simple reactor models can also be used
to calculate efficiency changes for specific detector locations and reactivity change
locations. Such calculations are performed routinely and successfully.

A useful approach to help understand the behavior of highly decoupled reactors
is the Avery theory of coupled reactors.s In the simplest case, an assembly such
as ZPPR-13A is divided along its diameter to form two identical regions. Each
region is considered a separate reactor with an associated reactivity and eigen-
value. The probability that a fission neutron in reactor j produces a next-
generation fission neutron in reactor i is k^j- The probability that the next-
generation fission neutron is produced in the same region is kii- The kinetics
equations can be written in recursive form for discrete time steps for the number of
neutrons (power) in the two regions as a function of time provided the delayed
neutron group fracLions and decay times and the source terms are known.

A computer program was written to solve the coupled-reactor kinetics equations
for small time steps for a two-region case in which a rod drop was simulated by a
reactivity change from -0.03$ to -0.34$. The power versus time histories in the two
regions were individually processed through the normal rod drop analysis program
and the input reactivities were reproduced which validated the computer-generated
time histories.

Power histories were generated for four values of k^; 0.93, 0.96, 0.98 and
u.99 for the -0.03$ to -0.34$ rod drop. The ratio of the powers of the two regions
was monitored as a function of time after the drop. Figure 7 shows the fraction
of the total post-drop equilibrium power ratio change that has occurred as a function
of time after the drop. As expected, a longer time is required to achieve the new
equilibrium power ratio as decoupling between regions increases (as k^j for each
region increases). Values of k^ have been calculated for ZPPR-13,1 and the
ZPPR-13C value was 0.971. These calculations assumed a two-region reactor with the
y-axis as the zone boundary.. Because of the geometry within the regions of ZPPR-13C,
it may be possible to find other regions even more decoupled than the two halves of
the assembly for which the calculations were made.

Power histories for the two regions, using a similar set of data for a re-
activity change from -0.007$ to -0.390$, were used to derive initial and final
reactivities for the rod drop assuming an instantaneous efficiency change for a
detector in region 1 and a detector in region 2. These derived reactivities are
shown in Table VI As indicated, for k^ values of 0.93 and 0.98, the values
derived from the two power histories are in close agreement although the deviations
in the 0.98 case are beginning to be noticable. This is consistent with the close
agreement among reactivity values derived from various detectors in ZPPR-13. For
kjn =• 0.99 the difference in derived reactivity has become significant. From the

point of view of analyzing rod drop data, it is clear that errors of a few percent
would result in the k^j <= 0.99 case. ' ••

The effects of spatial decoupling are also seen in the noise coherence results.



As indicated by the xZ values in Tables III-V, the point-reactor model is an inappro
priate description of both the closely spaced and widely spaced detectors in ZPPR-1V
and -13C. The fit is better in ZPPR-9, but the x2 values are still 1.35 or larger.
By far the best fit to the point model is for the intermediately spaced detectors in
ZPPR-9 and detector pairs including A' in ZPPR-13C.

The coherence versus frequency results shown in Figs. 4-6 show significant
differences between the homogeneous ZPPR-9 core and the heterogeneous ZPPR-13 cores
of similar size. In all three cases, coherence measurements were made for pairs of
detectors that were close together, pairs widely separated, and pairs with inter-
mediate separation. As expected, in all cases detectors close together showed the
greatest coherence at all frequencies and widely separated detectors showed the
smallest coherence at all frequencies. The major change between results from.ZPPR-9
and ZPPR-13A is the larger difference between coherence values from closely spaced
and widely spaced detectors in ZPPR-13A. In both ZPPR-13A and ZPPR-9, the coherence
values for intermediately spaced detectors fall between the values for the closely
spaced detector values and the widely spaced detector values. In both ZPPR-9 and
ZPPR-13A, the three intermediately spaced detector pairs gave essentially the same
results.

In the case of ZPPR-13C, the difference between coherence values from closely
spaced and videly spaced detectors was slightly larger than the ZPPR-13A. In
addition, the intermediately spaced detector pairs no longer showed the same behavior
In ZPPR-13C, the detector pair C-D showed significantly greater coherence at all
frequencies than the pair A-D. This can be interpreted as resulting from the better
neutronic coupling through the rather thick fuel zone between detectors C and D
compared to the rather poor coupling through the thinner zone between detectors
A and D.

The coupled-reactor theory approach can also be used to qualitatively interpret
the noise coherence results. In a two-region reactor, a prompt fission chain begin-
ning In one region has a higher probability of producing counts in a neutron detector
In that same region than in some other region from which it is decoupled. The frac-
tional difference in numbers of events from the same prompt chain recorded by two
detectors Is greatest when the time for the two detectors to record the events Is
short. Thus, at high frequency the widely separated detectors show the greatest
relative coherence differences from closely spaced detectors. Even at low frequen-
cies, where prompt chains go to completion, the probability of netron detectors
is the sama region counting neutrons from the same chain remains significantly higher
than for detectors in different regions. The efficiencies of the two detectors are
equal for total fissions in the system, but they are not equal for a particular
fission chain In one reactor region.

CONCLUSIONS

The large, heterogeneous assembles in ZPPR-13 exhibited a significant degree
of spatial decoupling; significantly greater than in earlier, homogeneous assemblies
of the same size. Reactivity perturbations produced large changes in flux distri-
butions and the new perturbed flux distributions were achieved rather slowly.
For the degree of decoupling encountered in ZPPR-13, reactivity changes can be
evaluated by analyzing the power history from a single detector provided that
corrections are made for the change in detector efficiency caused by the change



in flux distribution. It is, however, clear that the potential for errors is present
Detectors should be placed in and around the assembly so that they will respond
differently to perturbations. Analysis of the outputs from these detectors will
allow problems in measurements to ue identified and measures taken to mitigate the
problem. For an assembly more decoupled than ZPPR-13C, coupled-reactor theory
predicts that the instantaneous efficiency change assumption will become invalid.
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TABLE I React ivi ty Changes for Rod Drop in ZPPR-13A

Detector
Numbera

1
2
4 .
5

21
22
23
28
31
34
37
39

Average

Standard
Deviation

No Efficiency
Correction

Initial
Reactivity

-0.0100
-0.0068
-0.0068
-0.0067
-0.0082
-0.0067
-0.0075
-0.0098
-0.0113
-0.0060
-0.0060
-0.0064

-0.0077

0.0018

FJnal
,$ Reactivity,$

-0.489
-0.375
-0.373
-0.370
-0.415
-0.369
-0.397
-0.473
-0.532
-0.347
-0.350
-0.361

-0.402

-0.061

Efficiency Correction
Correct ton
Factor

0.867
1 .024
1.036
1.038
0.960
1.035
0.986
0.886
0.823
1.070
1.069
1.052

Init ial
Reactivity,$

-0.0073
-0,0074
-0.0072
-0.0072
-0.0072
-0.0072
-0.0072
-0.0072
-0.0072
-0.0071
-0.0072
-0.0072

-0.0072

0.00007

Included
Final

Reactivity,$

-0.394
-0.390
-0.392
-0.392
-0.391
-0.390
-0.396
-0.394
-0.397
-0.387
-0.389
-0.391

-0:392

-0.003

aDetectors 1 and 2 are BF3 chambers outside the reactor.
235

Other detectors are
U fission chambers inside the core.



TABLE II

Sec/Cycle

1024
256
64
16
4
2
1

512
128
40
32
3
2

Derived Reactivity Values
Oscillating Boron

No

Detector

0.360
0.350
0,3?';
0.315
0.300
0.297
0.293

0.140
0.148
0.159
0.161
0.179
0.183

Efficiency
Change

1 Detector 2

in Cents,
Sample

Imposed

, for an

Sinusoidal
Efficiency Change

Detector

ZPPR-13C

0.365
b.381
0.413
0.454
0.484
0.492
0.498

0.137
0.137
0.138
0.139
0.138
0.136.

0.361
0.357
0.357
0.357
0.361
0.363
0.363

0.137
0.138
0.137
0.137
0.140
O.'136

1 Detector 2

0.361
0.358
0.357
0.358
0.361
0.363
0.362

0.137
0.137
0.138
0.139
0.138
0.136



TABLE I I I Values of x
z » G and 3/X. for Detector Pairs in ZPPR-13A

from Point Model Fi t of Noise Coherence Data

G
2

AB

10489
3.148

15.463
3
4

AC

6281
.7823
.419

Detector

. AD

7109
3.574
1.454

Pair

BC

6249
3,772
4.646

BD

7266
3.490
1.162

CD

7624
3.800
1.064

aUnits of sec . Value from rz calculation is 8139 sec .

TABLE IV Values of x
2
 t G and g/jl for Detector Pairs in ZPPR-13C

from Point Model Fit of Noise Coherence Data

6/£a

G

X2

B/Jja
G
X2

aUnlts of

TABLE V

•

8/£a

G
X2

AB

1205C
3.404

16.406

A'B

7758
3.028
1.060

sec" .

Values of
from

AB

7203
2.322
1.039

AC

Detec Lor

AD

Pair

BC

5788 6373 5662
3.769 3.540 4.007
6.367 3.629 7.464

Detector Pair

A'C

7587
3.077
1.033

Value from

X 2, G and
Point Mode]

A'D

7512
3.041
1.057

3C

5585
4.114
7.699

BD

6253
3.737
3.550

BD

6196
3.787
3.916

CD

8723
4.221
1.445

CD ,

8780
4.196
1.554

xyz calculation is 8096 sec .

8/X. for Detector Pairs in ZPPR-9
L Fit of Noise Coherence Data

Detector Pair

AC

6803
2.423
1.376

AD

6803
2.382
1.346

BC

7302
2.392
1.001

BD

7221
2.382
1.046

CD

8461
2.382
3.074

aUnits of sec"1. Value from rz calculation is 7479 sec"1.



TABLE VI . Derived Reactivity Values from Fower Histories from Two Reactor Regions

0
0
0

ii

.93

.98

.99

Initial

Region 1

-0,
-0.
-0.

.00701

.00704

.00717

Reactivity,$

Region 2

-0,
-0,
-0.

.00701

.00697
,00689

Average

-0.00701
-0.00700
-0.00699

Input
Value

-0.0071
-0.0071
-0.0071

Region

-0.3919
-0.4024
-0.4214

Final Reactivity

1 Region 2

-0.
-0,
-0.

.3917

.399/

.4107

,$

Average

-0
-0
-0

.3918

.4010

.4160

Input
Value

-0.391
-0.391
-0.391
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Fig. 1. Locations of Rod Drops and
Detectors in ZPPR-13A.
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Fig. 3. Location of Boron Oscillator in
ZPPR-13C. .
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Fig. 4. Coherence as a Function of

Frequency for Detector Pairs
in ZPPR-13A.
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Fig. 5. Coherence as a Function of Frequency
for Detector Pairs in ZPPR-13C.
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